
OOP Subtyping
Lecture 20



Announcements

• WS05 - Posted yesterday, due Wednesday 11/8 at 11:59pm
• Explores recursion and object-oriented programming fundamentals



Warm-up: What is printed?

interface Transform<T, U> {
(input: T): U;

}

let t: Transform<number, number>;

let r: number = random(0, 2);
if (r === 0) {

t = function(n: number): number {
return n * r;

};
} else if (r === 1) {

t = function(n: number): number {
return n + r;

};
} else {

t = function(n: number): number {
return n - r;

};
}

print(t(0));



Classes establish Data Types

A class tells you:

1) What properties objects of that type have

2) How to construct new values of that type (called objects)

3) What methods you can call on objects of that type



How can we add different types of Shapes to a Group?

• The parameter type of the add method is SVGElement!?!?

• But we've been able to add Shapes to it!
• Both Rectangle and Circle Shapes!

• How? Because:
• Shape is an SVGElement
• Rectangle is a Shape
• Circle is a Shape

• Today we'll learn how to write a class that is a subtype of another class.
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A class can extend another class to establish a 
more specific type.

• Classes can form a class hierarchy
• Like a taxonomy in biology

• When a class (A) is extended by another class (B)...
• an object of type B is an object of type A

• an object of type A is not necessarily of type B

• class Square extends Rectangle
• "A Square is a rectangle, but a Rectangle is not necessarily a Square."
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Terminology

Shape is the supertype

of Line, Rectangle, Circle.
Also called a superclass.
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Terminology

Line is a subtype of Shape.
Also known as a subclass.
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We're going to extend the 
hierarchy today!

We can extend built-in classes.



Defining a Subclass

• When defining a new class, you can extend an existing class by using the 
keyword extends followed by the superclass' name

• When a class is extended, the subclass automatically has the properties, 
constructor, and methods of the superclass.

• When extending a class, you can:

1. Introduce additional, new properties or methods to the subclass.
• This works no differently than adding them to a standalone class!

2. Override existing methods or constructors of the superclass.
• There are a few nuances in doing this that we'll explore today.

• You cannot remove properties, constructor, or methods.

class <Subclass> extends <Superclass> {

}



Follow-along: Declare a Dot subclass of Circle

• In lec20 / dots-script.ts

• We're going to introduce the notion of a "Dot"
• A Dot will be a Circle, but with some additional capabilities

• Let's begin by establishing Dot without any new capabilities:

class Dot extends Circle {

}



Hands-on #1
• In the main function, assign to the window object's onclick event an 

anonymous MouseEventHandler function:

window.onclick = function(event: MouseEvent): void {
// ...

};

1. In it, declare a new Dot type variable named dot
2. Initialize it to a new Dot object - Hint: it has Circle's constructor!

1. radius: 30
2. cx: event.clientX
3. cy: event.clientY

3. Add the dot to the scene Group

• Save, refresh, and when you click a dot should appear. Check-in on PollEv!



function main(): void {
scene = initScene();

window.onclick = function(event: MouseEvent): void {
let dot: Dot;
dot = new Dot(30, event.clientX, event.clientY);
scene.add(dot);

};



Adding Methods to a Subclass

• Methods can be added to a subclass the same as to a regular class.

• In doing so, only objects of the subclass' type have the method
• You are not changing the superclass in any way.

• Let's add a method to our Dot that sets its fill to a random color. 
Then, before adding it to our scene in the click handler, let's call it!

class Dot extends Circle {

fillRandom(): void {
this.fill = new Color(Math.random(), Math.random(), Math.random());

}

}



Subclass Constructor Rule:
A subclass constructor must call super Constructor First

• When defining a subclass constructor, there is something you must 
always do: call the superclass' constructor first.

• Why? The superclass' constructor is responsible for initializing the 
properties it defines.

• How? Inside of a subclass constructor, a special keyword named 
super refers to the superclass' constructor. 
• You must call it with the correct arguments.



Adding a constructor to Dot

• Suppose we wanted all Dots to have an initial radius of 30 and to have a random 
starting fill color.

• We can ensure this by declaring a constructor for Dot (below).

• Notice the first thing we needed to do was call the super class' (Circle's) constructor!

class Dot extends Circle {

constructor(cx: number, cy: number) {
super(30, cx, cy);
this.fillRandom();

} 
// Elided

}



Project Goal: Update a Dot's Color over time

• We'd like our Dot (and other special kinds of Dots we'll build next) to 
update and change as time passes

• Let's add an update method to Dot that just calls fillRandom for 
now...

update(): void {
this.fillRandom();

}



How can we call update() on every Dot in our 
scene Group?
• Every Dot we create is being added to the Group named scene

• This is possible because a Dot is an SVGElement
• Logically: Dot is a Circle, Circle is a Shape, Shape is an SVGElement

• We can access the children of our scene group, but we have a 
problem. How do we know if any given SVGElement is actually a Dot?
• We must test for it!



The instanceof Operator

• The instanceof Operator will test a value to see if that value is an instance of 
("object of") some given type.

• For example:

let child: SVGElement = new Dot(0, 0);
child instanceof Dot // Evaluates to true

child = new Rectangle(10, 10);
child instanceof Dot // Evaluates to false

• Intuition: 

A Dot is always an SVGElement but an SVGElement is not necessarily a Dot.



Using a superclass type as a subclass

• We can't call update on child here:

let child: SVGElement = scene.children[i];

child.update(); // ERROR

• Why? Because we don't know whether child is actually a Dot! 

• Only objects of type Dot have an update method.

• How can we fix this? We can test for it (just like we tested for null):

let child: SVGElement = scene.children[i]; 

if (child instanceof Dot) {

child.update(); // OK

}



Let's update all Dot objects every second

function tick(): void {
for (let i: number = 0; i < scene.children.length; i++) {

let child: SVGElement = scene.children[i];
if (child instanceof Dot) {

child.update();
}

}
}

// At the end of the the main function:
setInterval(tick, 1000);

• First, we need to import SVGElement from "introcs/graphics"

• Then we'll loop through each child SVGElement in the scene and test if it's a Dot

• If so, we'll call the update method on it



Project Goal: What if we wanted to call each 
Dot's update method 60 times per second?
• This will be important for other kinds of dots that Move or Grow to 

animate smoothly

• How can we ensure that each regular Dot only changes colors once per 
second?

• We'll keep track of every project's "age" in terms of # of updates and every 
60 updates we'll change it's color.

• We'll also change the setInterval function's time argument to be 1000 / 60 
(1000 milliseconds / 60 frames per second)



Adding Properties to a Subclass

• Properties can be added to a subclass the same as to a regular class.

• In doing so, only objects of the subclass' type have the property
• You are not changing the superclass in any way.

• Let's add an age property to Dot to keep track of the number of times 
it has been updated (below). Then, we'll change our update method 
(next slide).

class Dot extends Circle {

age: number = 0;

// Constructor, Methods Elided
}



class Dot extends Circle {

age: number = 0;

// Constructor, Other Methods Elided

update(): void {
this.age += 1;
if (this.age % 60 === 0) {

this.fillRandom();
}

}

}



Further Subtyping with GrowingDot

• Let's establish a new kind of Dot, a GrowingDot

• GrowingDot will override Dot's update method and instead, when a 
GrowingDot's update method is called, its radius will be based on its age.

• But wait! The age property was being updated in Dot's update method. Do 
we need to reimplement that logic?

class GrowingDot extends Dot {
update(): void {

this.r = 30 + this.age % 60;
}

}



Calling an overridden method from a subclass

• No, we can make use of the superclass' overridden method by calling 
it from the subclass:

• This is saying, "hey superclass (Circle), call your update method first."

• This is useful when we just want to extend the functionality of a 
superclass' method, we don't want to replace it completely.

class GrowingDot extends Dot {
update(): void {

super.update();
this.r = 30 + this.age % 60;

}
}



Let's add GrowingDots instead of Dots onclick

let dot: Dot = new GrowingDot(event.clientX, event.clientY);



Typing with a Superclass (1 / 3)

• A subtype value can be assigned to a supertype, but not vice-versa

• OK:

• Not OK:

let dot: Dot = new GrowingDot(event.clientX, event.clientY);

let dot: GrowingDot = new Dot(event.clientX, event.clientY);



Typing with a Superclass (2 / 3)

• Suppose we have the following code:

• What update method gets called? Dot's or GrowingDot's?

• GrowingDot's! What? How? Why?

let dot: Dot;
dot = new GrowingDot(event.clientX, event.clientY);
dot.update();



Typing with a Superclass (3 / 3)

• The type of variable dot is Dot

• So, we know dot has an update method and know its params/return type…
• … but we don't necessarily know how it will update when we tell it to update.

• This is because the dot variable can also refer to a more specific kind of Dot object (in 
this example: a GrowingDot).

• A type of a value (Dot) tells you what methods you're allowed to call.

• An object's construction determines the method that gets called.

• When a method call occurs on any object, the call is sent to the class the object was 
actually constructed with.

let dot: Dot;
dot = new GrowingDot(event.clientX, event.clientY);
dot.update();



A Type tells you what it can do, not how it does it
• The type of a value tells you how you are allowed to interact with that value in code

• If it is a primitive value type (number, string, boolean)
• Then you can use primitive operations

• If it is an array of some other type
• Then you can use the index operator a[<index>]

• If it is a function-type value
• Then you know what parameters it requires and it's return type
• You may not know what function will actually be called when you call it

• (As shown in the PollEverywhere example. Also fundamental to how filter/map/reduce work.)

• If it is an object-type value
• Then you know its class which tells you its properties, constructor, and methods
• You also know what methods it has, their parameters, and their return type
• You may not know what method will actually be called when you call it



Hands-on: Add Another Subtype of Dot

1. Define a new class named MovingDot that extends Dot

2. Like GrowingDot, override the update method of Dot.
• Define a method named update with no parameters and a void return type.

3. It's update method should:
1. Call the update method of its super class.
2. If the remainder of dividing its age property by 60 is 0 (each second), then

• Set its cx property to be the current cx value + (Math.random() * 50 – 25)
• Set its cy property to be the current cy value + (Math.random() * 50 – 25)

4. Make it such that clicking on the window adds a MovingDot instead of a GrowingDot

5. Check-in when you have MovingDot objects jumping around on screen on PollEv.



class MovingDot extends Dot {

update(): void {
super.update();
if (this.age % 60 === 0) {

this.cx += Math.random() * 100 - 50;
this.cy += Math.random() * 100 - 50;

}
}

}



Together: Adding Random Types of Dots

• Let's change our onclick handler to pick a number at random between 
0 and 2, inclusive

• Based on that random number, we'll add one of our 3 kinds of Dot 
objects to the scene

window.onclick = function(event: MouseEvent): void {
let choice: number = random(0, 2);
let dot: Dot;
if (choice === 0) {

dot = new MovingDot(event.clientX, event.clientY);
} else if (choice === 1) {

dot = new Dot(event.clientX, event.clientY);
} else {

dot = new GrowingDot(event.clientX, event.clientY);
}
scene.add(dot);

};



Polymorphism & Dynamic Dispatch (1 / 2)

• Let's revisit the logic of our tick function

• Notice, we didn't change this logic once we added new kinds of Dots!
• And it still worked by calling GrowingDot's and MovingDot's update methods!

• We can continue introducing additional subtypes of Dot with their own update logic 
and tick's logic can remain the same.

• This is thanks to the fact that every subtype of dot is a Dot and, therefore, has the 
ability to update. How it updates is based on the class/subclass used to construct 
the Dot object

for (let i: number = 0; i < scene.children.length; i++) {
let child: SVGElement = scene.children[i];
if (child instanceof Dot) {

child.update();
}

}



Polymorphism & Dynamic Dispatch (2 / 2)

• Given the following method call: child.update();

• Until you know what class the child object actually is, you cannot know 
which update method will be called here. This is called "dynamic 
dispatch".

• This single method call could possibly jump to 1 + # of Dot subclasses 
different methods. This is the idea of "polymorphism". That single child 
object can take many different forms by way of subclasses.

if (child instanceof Dot) {
child.update();

}


